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Ireland's religion and a son of Irish parents, I, for one,
glory in those "blotted leaves", for that Muse of History
never dipped her pen in Fame's golden sunshine to em-

blazon on the tablets of the world's heroism a grander
triumph than the victory of Irish nationality and faith
which those blotted leaves record.

Ireland, however, is overwhelmingly Catholic. What of
Catholic patriotism in non-Catho- lic lands? Modern Ger-
many is such a land: does any one doubt the patriotism of
the splendidly organized German Centre Party, or of the
Catholic millions whom they represent? Does Kaiser or
Eeichstag call in question the fealty and loyalty of that
potent phalanx which, under the masterly leadership of
Windthorst and his successors has set, and is setting the
world at large the noblest example of Catholic unity and
Catholic strength to be found in contemporary history?
Doubt it, call it in question? So far from it that the Em-
peror looks on the Catholic Centre as the Empire's strong-
est bulwark against the inroads of socialism, and the Go-

vernment pays, in more than one university, the salaries
of a Catholic faculty of theology.

Do not fancy, I pray you, that, in citing these transat-
lantic instances of synchronous devotion to Cross and Flag,
I am forgetting that, whatsoever was the land of your
fathers' birth, or your own, you gentlemen are not now
either Irish or German, but, first, last, and all the time,
Americans. The Cross you reverence here in Missouri is
indeed the same as that your kindred venerate by Killar-ney- 's

lakes and dells, or on the picturesque banks of the
castled Rhine; but the Flag of my toast is neither the
Sunburst of the "old country," nor the Imperial Eagle of
the Fatherland. The flag of your affection, of your hearts'
impassioned love, the flag the sight of which stirs your
blood to-nig- and in defense of which you would, if need
were, willingly shed your blood w, is another and
a fairer standard, a flag which, in view of what it recalls
of the historic past, what it symbolizes in the strenuous
present, and what it promises for a radiant future, may
well be considered, as, all in all, the proudest banner that


